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Synopsis. Exploiting low-complexity structures to solve foundational &
applicational problems in modern data analysis with practical
algorithms & computational guarantees.
Modern society is awash with data. In scientific domains, innovative sensory and measurement technologies are spawning gigantic data collections, ranging from high-resolution brain and cell maps [1, 2], century-long climate records [3], to
full-angle sky survey [4]. In civil life, consumer electronic devices interconnected by social media are creating enormous
amounts of texts, images, videos, and web searches, nonstop. Modern data are huge in size, complex in form, and often
high-dimensional in raw representation. All these aspects pose stark challenges to effective and efficient data analysis.
Taming these challenges will undoubtedly bear multiple scientific and societal impacts, enabling improved healthcare,
intuitive web search, vibrant social interactions, and more.
Representation learning. High dimensionality is a hallmark of modern data and causes severe conceptual and technical
difficulties for learning—exponential (in dimension) number of samples are needed for effective estimation and inference
in general [5, 6]. Nonetheless, practical high-dimensional data (y) are invariably generated by processes (f ) with few
deciding factors (x) and hence have small degrees of freedom: y = f (x). Deriving low-complexity representation that
reflects the intrinsic data complexity (i.e., recover x from y) cures high dimensionality and dominates all data processing
stages, from data compression to data-driven decision making. For the case f is linear and known, remarkable theoretical and practical advances on recovery of x have been made over the past decade [7]. However, in practice f is
generally unknown, motivating the fundamental problem of representation learning: f (or an “inverse” map g : y 7→ x)
and {xi }i=1,...,m are simultaneously learned from data samples {y i = f (xi )}i=1,...,m . This learning-based paradigm is
sensible due to the vast availability of data, and it is attractive because the sheer volume and form of new data preclude
deriving f analytically. Many successful heuristics in this line have come with little performance guarantee [8, 9, 10, 11].
Our results [12, 13] show that when f is linear but unknown, representation learning can be performed provably and
efficiently with practical algorithms, in regimes inaccessible to previous theory [14].
Nonconvex optimization. Most problems in modern data analysis can be naturally cast as optimization problems.
Convex analysis and optimization has matured and become an indispensable modeling language and problem-solving
tool across diverse disciplines [15, 16, 17]. However, natural formulations for practical problems, including representation
learning, are predominantly nonconvex. In theory, nonconvex problems are difficult to optimize globally [18]. In practice,
heuristic methods are surprisingly effective and efficient in finding good solutions—best exemplified by the recent
breakthroughs of training deep neural networks [11]. The puzzling gap between theory and practice was unexplained for
decades. We have recently discovered surprising low-complexity nonconvex problems arising in dictionary learning [12, 13]
and generalized phase retrieval [19]: when data are numerous and generic enough, all local minimizers of the nonconvex problems
are global. The benign structure has enabled us to derive novel computational guarantees for both problems [12, 13, 19].
Analogous structures have subsequently been confirmed on other nonconvex problems of practical interest [20, 21]. This
line of development signifies the first step toward bridging the curious theory-practice gap for nonconvex optimization.
Next, I will describe our successful examples in more detail, sketch our ongoing efforts of addressing new problems out
of the confluence of representation learning and provable nonconvex optimization, and hint on application to computer
vision, scientific imaging, and beyond.

Representation – When Can Efficient Representations Be Learned?
As alluded to above, efficient and informative data representations form the backbone of modern data analysis. Representation learning is a timely and necessary paradigm shift that capitalizes on the defining characteristics of modern
data sets. In this section, we focus on learning representation of data with linear f (represented by matrix A (f )), as a
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first nontrivial step:
Y =
|{z}
data

A (f )
| {z }
unknown linear basis

X
|{z}

.

(1)

unknown coefficients (representation)

Here both A and X are unknown. The bilinear structure tends to resist effective convex relaxation. Different structural
assumptions put on A and X, often toward a “simple” X and hence efficient representation, will lead to different
learning problems that fit different applicational needs.
Learning multiple subspaces. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a basic yet powerful data modeling tool that
approximates a collection of high-dimensional data points with a low-dimensional subspace. When the data points
stem from multiple sources, say facial images of multiple persons, it makes sense to fit the data with multiple subspaces, each corresponding to an individual source. This corresponds to assuming in (1): A = [A1 , . . . , Ak ] and
X = diag (X 1 , . . . , X k ). In words, given the data Y , the task is to segment the data into their originating subspaces and
provide the subspace bases Ai and the representations X i . This subspace clustering problem finds novel applications
in image and video processing and optimal control [22] and is the first tool of choice when modeling hybrid data.
We showed [23, 24] that when the data Y are clean, under mild conditions the underlying subspaces can be provably
recovered from the solution of the convex program:
minimizeZ,E kZk∗ + λ kEk`

subject to Y = Y Z + E.

In practice, Y may contain outlying data points or be corrupted by gross errors, and the above formulation is capable of
robustly recovering the subspaces [23]. This work has spurred substantial further developments and applications1 ; it is
one of the principal methods for subspace clustering [22].
Learning sparse representation. Sparsifying dictionary learning (SDL) concerns the case when A is generic and X
is sparse, i.e., containing maximal possible zeros. A is naturally called the sparsifying dictionary. Initially proposed in
neuroscience [8], SDL has seen intensive algorithmic developments across several communities with numerous successes
and extensions in applications, spanning low-level image processing to high-level visual recognition [25].
Despite the abundant empirical successes, until recently there has been little understanding of when and how SDL
can be performed provably. The recent breakthrough [14] showed that when A ∈ Rn×n is square and invertible and
X obeys a certain random model, A and X can be efficiently and provably recovered from Y . However, both [14]
and
√subsequent works only succeed in the super-sparse regime, i.e., when
√ each column of X contains no more than
O( n) nonzeros, which may be stringent for applications. Breaking this O( n) barrier was a standing challenge for years.
In [12, 13, 26], we gave the first method that efficiently and correctly recovers A and X when X has O(n) nonzeros per
column2 . Similar to [14], we rephrase
√ the recovery problem as the geometric problem of finding sparse vectors in a given
linear subspace. To break the O( n) barrier, we moved off the convex path set in [14] and analyzed a natural nonconvex
heuristic. We showed that despite the nonconvexity, the resulting optimization problem has a benign global structure
that allows efficient global optimization—simple iterative methods can provably find a global optimizer from arbitrary
initializations! This stands in contrast to a later approach based on sum-of-squares [27, 28]: although it works in the
same regime, the need for solving huge-scale semidefinite programs renders it impractical.

Optimization – When Do Nonconvex Heuristics Succeed in Practice?

√
Nonconvexity plays a crucial role in our breaking the O( n) barrier; in [29], we broke a similar barrier for the related
problem of recovering a planted sparse vector from a generic linear subspace, again based on nonconvex optimization.
Our quest into provable nonconvex heuristics was ignited by an intriguing numerical discovery: certain nonconvex
heuristics of learning orthobases for natural images seem to always return solutions of equivalent quality, irrespective of
initializations! This appears to contradict the prevailing intuition that nonconvex problems may possess many spurious
local minimizers of vastly distinct qualities.
Our analysis [12, 13, 26] gave a clear geometric explanation of this curious phenomenon for SDL. The explanation
uncovers an emerging “blessing of massive data” effect in optimization with modern data: when the data are numerous and
to Google Scholar, this work has been cited over 1, 000 times to date.
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generic enough, certain nonconvex problems become highly structured geometrically such that they can be solved to global optimality
with simple iterative methods, independent of initializations. The geometric structure is simple to describe, but presently
difficult to demonstrate on specific problems: (1) all local minimizers are global, and (2) around all other critical points
there are directions of negative curvature. We call it the X structure.
In [19], we showed the X structure obtains for the generalized phase retrieval (GPR) problem of recovering a complex signal
x ∈ Cn from magnitude measurements |Ax|, where A : Cn 7→ Cm represents a linear map. This problem arises in
areas such as crystallography, electron microscopy, acoustics, and more [30, 31]. Our geometric analysis indicates that
when the measurements are generic (A is i.i.d. Gaussian) and numerous enough (m ∼ n log3 n), a natural least-squares
formulation for GPR has the X structure, which allows efficient iterative methods to find the global solutions and recover
the complex signal, starting from arbitrary initializations.
Over a mere three years, the X structure has been demonstrated on a number of nonconvex problems spanning signal
processing, machine learning, and scientific imaging. These include SDL [12, 13], GPR [19], orthogonal tensor decomposition [32], low-rank matrix recovery [33, 34], linear/shallow neural networks [35, 36]; we anticipate more examples
across diverse fields.
Solving nonconvex problems based on global geometric characterization contrasts with the popular alternative which
relies on problem-specific initialization followed by local refinement [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50,
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]3 . For practical problems, deriving an effective initialization might be technically
demanding or infeasible, while the global geometric knowledge allows “initialization-free” optimization. For most of
the above problems, guaranteed results based on semidefinite programming (SDP) are also available, e.g., SDL [27, 28],
GPR [62, 63], and low-rank matrix recovery [64, 65, 66]. While these results are theoretically rigorous and beautiful, the
entailed SDP optimization is computationally expensive. In contrast, the provable nonconvex methods often enjoy lower
computational complexity and are more practical for applications.
Current analyses in verifying the X structure require study of the first- and second-order derivatives [21, 67]. This is
problematic for nonsmooth functions, which are frequently chosen in optimization to promote low-complexity structures [7]. Adopting smooth surrogates could lead to success (e.g.,[12, 13]) but meanwhile induce cumbersome analytic
problems. In our ongoing work [68], we show how one can directly work with nonsmooth functions using only first-order
subdifferentials [69, 70] 4 and demonstrate the global geometry. This removes serious technical hurdles in solving practical
problems.
Once the X structure is confirmed on a specific problem, a number of first- and second-order iterative methods can
provably find a global minimizer from arbitrary initializations [13, 20, 21, 32, 71, 72, 73, 74]. Besides the derivative-based
methods, derivative-free methods such as the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) and block coordinate descent
(BCD) method are also observed to often work well on practical nonconvex problems: for certain structured nonconvex,
nonsmooth problems, they return the solutions with considerably low cost. In our ongoing work [75], we are making
progress in understanding the local and the global convergence behaviors of ADMM on GPR5 , as a first step toward
establishing provable derivative-free methods for structured nonconvex problems.

Outlook and Future Directions
Toward disciplined nonconvex modeling and optimization. The discovery of structured nonconvex optimization
has led to novel and practical computational guarantees for a number of fundamental problems. However, currently,
demonstrating the X structure on specific problems is highly, if not overwhelmingly, technical. The technicality should
not stop us from identifying the X structure on new problems and thereof producing original results. Nonetheless,
toward impacting practical modeling and problem-solving, the relevant analytic tools and optimization methods need
to be reasonably modular and disciplined. In this regard, identifying operations that preserve the X structure6 and
understanding when and why the structure arises from practical problems are two intertwined and pressing problems
to solve [21]. Calculus of variations might be a pertinent mathematical viewpoint to take, based on the intuition that
minimizing appropriate functional objective could produce functions without local ripples, or spurious local minimizers.
3I

maintain an updated list of similar work at my webpage http://sunju.org/research/nonconvex/.
with generalized second-order derivatives is possible [70] but over-technical for analysis and impractical for computation.
5 The only known workable methods for practical 2D Fourier phase retrieval are all variants of ADMM on a feasibility formulation of the problem [76].
6 Summation which is the simplest operation preserving convexity (unfortunately) does not preserve the X structure.
4 Working
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Toward understanding of deep learning. Empirical success of deep learning is an unambiguous demonstration of the
power and versatility of representation learning and nonconvex optimization. However, there is limited theoretical
backup. The lack of correctness guarantees might be tolerable for applications such as online image search or speech-totext input, but is detrimental for use in scientific discovery [77, 78] and mission-critical applications including autopilot
driving and security [79, 80] systems.
There exists considerable understanding of the capacity of deep neural networks: certain neural network architectures are shown to be capable of approximating any target function with reasonable regularity [81]. But two critical
aspects are still missing: (1) optimization—when and why deep networks can be successfully trained given samples from
the target function, such that a close approximation is found; and (2) generalization—why in practice limited amounts
of samples, much less than typical theory would predict, suffice for successful prediction. Toward a complete theory,
understanding how deep learning solves inverse problems may be a reasonable first cut: in solving inverse problems, the
target functions are often mathematically precise, whereas in representation learning for general recognition tasks the
“right” functions sought are mostly difficult to delineate.
Applications in recognition and scientific inverse problems. The theoretical developments outlined above have been
motivated by and have provided provable and efficient solutions to practical problems in computational vision and
imaging, including segmenting multiple moving objects in video [23, 24], learning-based image denoising and superresolution, and recovering phaseless imaging data [19]. The theoretical insights and technical tools have been inspiring
new progress beyond vision and imaging. In collaborative work [82], we show how nonconvex optimization techniques
inspired by the described developments help produce much more reliable results that the state-of-the-art in analyzing
electron microscopy data.
Looking ahead, development of disciplined nonconvex optimization will undoubtedly impact all applicational fields that
use optimization. Particularly, this may provide a viable way of penetrating the mystery of deep learning, on which the
current analyses appear to be hard to generalize [35, 36]. A solid theory of deep learning on inverse problems will not
only allow a systematic way of solving inverse problems of practical interest but also inform how deep neural networks
used in recognition can be improved in design and training, which will elevate the recognition performance with reduced
computing resources.
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